
Europe as a Learning

Environment in Schools



Elos is a school project and a European network

Supported by the European Commission, as well 

as national institutions and authorities



WHY?

 To organise an International Learning Route in your school

 To improve sustainability
within schools and between schools

 To create more coherence between lessons in the
classroom and activities abroad

 To organise a network of networks
(existing initiatives, combined power)

 To develop European standards
(broad recognition and support)

 To prepare young people for their roles as European Citizens



ELOS (vehicle)
(European Learning At Schools)

EIO (content)
(European and International Orientation)

Learning Activities
connected

cross curriculum



CONTENT

European and International Orientation (EIO) 

based on the 

• Common European Framework for Languages 

and the

• Common Framework for Europe 

Competences:

created to be able to compare students’ results 

across 16 different educational systems



How to make a start? 

• Make a start with the development of a school project for 
Europe Day (9th of MAY).

• Consider: 

- The Common European Framework for Languages,

- The Common Framework for Europe Competences,

- Whether you could find partner schools abroad? 

- How students can record their results in their portfolios?,

- How to evaluate the results in order to improve the project for 
next year?

- How the project can be integrated the year programme and the 
school curriculum?

- Officially: contact your national Elos co-ordinator and sign the 
letter of intent



REWARDS

= For schools: 

- Elos Certificate for Schools

= For students: 

- national diploma

- pupil portfolio (CV for students)

- Elos Certificate 



ELOS Partners in Europe

= Partners in February 2010:

- 220 ELOS Schools in

- 17 countries with

- 115.000 students.

= In 17 countries: 

- a National ELOS Centre with

- a National ELOS Coordinator and 

- an advisory group

- to support schools/coordinators

- with the implementation of ELOS/EIO

- and by building a European network

- by finding partners for them



MAKE YOUR SCHOOL 

ELOS-PROOF

MAKE YOUR LESSONS 

ELOS-PROOF

MAKE YOUR ACTIVITIES 

ELOS-PROOF



So let’s explore together.

Thank you for joining! 


